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OFFICE OF ATTORNEY REGULATION COUNSEL 
JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

 
Job Title: Staff Assistant/Character and Fitness – Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel/Attorney 

Admissions 
Status: At-Will Employee 
  Non-exempt 
  Full-Time 

This position is not covered by the Colorado Judicial Department Personnel Rules 
Salary: $45,000 
 

General Statement of Duties 
 
The Staff Assistant for Character and Fitness provides administrative support for the Office of Attorney 
Regulation Counsel in the Attorney Admissions Office in the processing and review of applicants for 
admission to the practice of law in Colorado. The Character and Fitness Assistant provides administrative 
support for background investigations of applicants; assists in gathering and monitoring of information; 
assembling investigation reports and exhibits; drafting correspondence; maintaining calendars; scheduling 
meetings and interviews; and, maintaining case information and document collection in CiviCore. Work 
requires sound judgment, skill in applying the prevailing legal standards, a working style characterized by 
highly ethical practices, and a commitment to inclusive-excellence, openness, flexibility, and integrity. 
 

Essential Functions of the Position 
 
Processes approved fingerprint cards for the criminal background checks, sends the cards to CBI/FBI, 
retrieves the results from CBI/FBI databases, enters CBI/FBI reports into the applicant database, and 
notifies appropriate staff about rejected fingerprint images. 
 
Reviews and completes requests for information from other jurisdictions, including the printing of 
applications, if applicable. 
 
Compiles information from application database for submission with vendors to procure credit reports. 
 
Collaborates with the Office of Attorney Registration, as needed. 
 
Aids the character and fitness team in composing and preparing correspondence accurately and efficiently. 
 
Tickles correspondence, reporting, and notifications timelines; coordinate with the character and fitness 
team on appropriate dates for the master calendar. 
 
Ensures assigned tasks are completed by applicable deadlines. 
 
Assists in maintaining statistical and other information relating to the character and fitness investigators’ 
cases.  
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Proofreads all materials and correct misspellings, and other errors, as needed. 
 
Files materials, and scans and uploads materials in CiviCore in a timely and accurate manner. 
 
Makes notes in CiviCore regarding all correspondence, tickle dates, and telephone conferences or 
conversations with applicants, attorneys, and witnesses. 
 
Coordinates arrangements for meetings, Inquiry Panels, and interviews by obtaining conference rooms, 
equipment, and ensures appropriate materials are obtained or sent; and, responsible for recording Inquiry 
Panel hearings. 
 
Assembles and distributes Inquiry Panel reports and exhibits, in collaboration with the character and 
fitness team. 
 
Handles incoming calls and/or takes complete and accurate phone messages and conveys information in 
a timely manner. 
 
Provides staff support for the administration of the bar exam and grading conference, as needed.  
 
Provides front desk coverage when needed. 
 
Receives and greets people in an efficient and friendly manner, both on the phone and in person. 
 
Opens, reviews, and sorts mail, as needed. 
 
Operates office machines and equipment. 
 
Participates in planning and carrying out periodic file destruction. 
 
Develops and maintains effective working relationship with support staff, professional staff, and a diverse 
range of individuals. 
 
Maintains confidentiality in the handling of sensitive information, including but not limited to all 
documentation and data compiled in connection with bar applications, bar examination testing, grading, 
and administration. 
 
Acquires and maintains basic awareness of appropriate state laws and court rules associated with all 
aspects of Attorney Regulatory Offices’ processes and core office functions. 
 
Works with the Office to develop or refine rules, policies, and procedures to establish or enhance new 
programs and/or processes in bar admission. 
 
Performs other duties and special projects as assigned. 
 
Attends meetings and training, as required. 
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Knowledge, Skills and Ability 
 
Knowledge of state laws and rules of civil procedure pertaining to the Colorado Supreme Court’s 
regulatory objectives and the Colorado attorney regulation system, including attorney registration, 
mandatory continuing legal and judicial education, attorney admissions, unauthorized practice of law, 
client protection fund and judicial discipline proceedings. 
 
Ability to maintain confidentiality and impartiality in handling sensitive and difficult information and 
issues. 
 
Ability to work with a diverse range of individuals; demonstrated ability to respond effectively to and 
interact with all levels of organizational staff. 
 
Ability to patiently and courteously handle sensitive or difficult interaction with people who are frustrated, 
angry, and/or upset. 
 
Ability to communicate procedures, policies, and instructions to other in verbal or written form. 
 
Demonstrated ability to balance competing priorities, while managing time effectively. 
 
Ability to use standard office equipment and office peripherals. 
 
Ability to work in a moderately noisy, open environment which is frequently subject to many 
interruptions. 
 
Ability to perform technical clerical work with attention to detail. 
 
Unquestionable integrity, confidentiality and professionalism in a wide variety of situations. 
 
Ability to exercise sound judgment in keeping with the rules, policies, and objectives of the office. 
 
Proficient level computer skills, including use of database, word processing, spreadsheet and presentation 
applications; knowledge of Adobe Acrobat. 
 
Ability to learn new database computer systems, as they may apply. 
 
 

Supervisor Responsibilities 
 
No direct supervisory responsibilities are assigned to this position.  
 

Work Environment 
 
The noise level in the work environment is usually moderate, and is subject to many interruptions. May 
handle emergency or crisis situations, may handle multiple calls and inquiries simultaneously, and may 
occasionally handle absentee replacement on short notice. 
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Physical Demands 

 
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required to sit; stand; walk; reach with 
hands and arms; perform repetitive tasks with wrists, hands, and fingers; stoop, kneel, crouch, or crawl; 
and talk or hear. The employee is occasionally required to climb or balance. The employee must frequently 
lift and/or move up to 25 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, color 
vision, depth perception, and ability to adjust focus. 
 

Minimum Qualifications 
 
A Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university; an Associate’s degree or a high-school 
diploma with three years or more working in a court or professional office experience in the legal or 
regulatory field may substitute for all or part of this requirement. 
 


